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Education
COVID poses long-term US education and  
earning risks
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Health Vaccines will drive financial markets over US politics Public health is low priority in Central Europe

Human rights & inequality Displacement crisis will cloud Burkina Faso’s polls COVID-19 crisis will test South African social fabric

Economy The recovery of the UK economy will be uneven Trade performance will be key to the recovery of GDP

Politics Central African Republic heads into tense elections
Tshisekedi’s sacred union may mire  
Congolese politics

International relations Azerbaijan wins in Russian-enforced Karabakh deal Allegiances collide in Azerbaijan-Armenia conflict

Technology Growth of AI faces stiff challenges in Latin America
Gender gap for mobile access may widen  
with COVID-19

Military & security Farabougou siege shows Malian forces’ inadequacies Pro-Iran militias will sap long-term Iraqi stability

Law & judicial US election lawsuits unlikely to change result Concerns over rule of law will rise post-pandemic

Energy & the environment
Hydrogen is key to lower-carbon  
long-range transport

Pandemic response threatens climate  
funding shortfall

Industry Production cuts will rebalance the lithium market
COVID-19 dips demand in Turkey’s key  
European market

Media
Iraqi media and online commentators face  
new threats

Pandemic will accelerate the rise of digital payments

Religion Post-pandemic ultra-Orthodox anger will split Israel
Curbing pre-Eid movement will be crucial  
for Indonesia

Tourism
Travel coordination failure may spur  
Europe depression

GDP fall correlates with fewer tourists in EU’s south

Food & agriculture Global food supply chain sustainability gaps are vast
COVID-19 will complicate African food  
security picture
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